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therapy, feminist

with nature and the spiritual forces residing
therein. While both Goddess worship and Wicca
have gained in popularity, they have been criticised
by some feminists as essentialist.
By doing feminist theology women claim the
cultural power of articulating in an authoritative
way what they and their communities understand
to be the nature of ultimate reality. Feminist
theology can thus be an important site of resistance
to and transformation of institutionalised structures
of oppression. Its analyses of the structures,
dynamics, practices, sacred texts, and gender
ideology of religions are of value to religious and
non-religious feminists alike.
See also: womanist theology
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therapy, feminist
Feminist therapy originated in the late I 960s,
inspired by the Women's Liberation Movement
and other progressive movements such as radical
psychiatry, community psychology, and the mental
patients' rights movement. Feminist therapists have
had a dual focus: to critique the mental health
establishment and to develop innovative forms of
treatment. They have mobilised against the sexual
abuse of clients by therapists and against excessive
prescriptions of psychotropic medication to wo
men. Recognizing that psychiatric diagnoses are
potent means of social control, they have vigor
ously opposed psychiatric diagnoses that are sexist,
heterosexist, homophobic, or racist, as well as
clinical theories that dictate domestic and sub
servient roles for women, blame mothers, and
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legitimise men's sexual entitlement, dominance,
and violence.
Some feminist researchers have studied problems
prevalent among women such as eating problems,
depression, agoraphobia, and physical and sexual
abuse. Others have brought attention to groups of
women largely ignored in the mental health
literature, such as lesbian and bisexual women,
HIV-positive women, immigrant and ethnic-min
ority women, and women living in poverty.
Feminists have figured prominently in debates on
such charged issues as 'battered woman's syn
drome', recovered memories of childhood trauma,
the putative psychiatric consequences of abortion,
and lesbian child-custody issues.
Feminist therapy is an umbrella term for
therapies that have melded successive trends of
second-wave feminism with diverse therapeutic
theories and techniques. In the 1970s, conscious
ness-raising was often regarded as a key therapeutic
process; psychological androgyny - defined as a
balance or integration of masculine and feminine
qualities within an individual man or woman - was
extolled as the standard of mental health. In the
1980s, with the rise of cultural feminism, promi
nent feminist therapies focused on fostering
women's 'relationality' and 'connectedness'. In
the 1990s, feminist innovators, especially those in
couples/family therapy, drew on Foucauldian
concepts of power and postmodern ideas of
constructed realities; others focused on cultural,
racial, and ethnic diversity in therapy. Feminist
therapies are so heterogeneous as to resist regula
tion and codification. Yet there are elements
common to most, if not all: 1) a commitment to
conceptualising clients' difficulties and distress in
social and cultural context; 2) sensitivity to the
power dynamics of the therapy relationship; 3) a
commitment to power-sharing and respect in the
therapist/client relationship; and 4) goals of
empowering women in their lives outside therapy
and promoting social transformation.
See also: consciousness-raising; depression;

eating disorders; Miller, Jean Baker; psychology;
psychoanalysis
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third-wave feminism
Third-wave feminism is a term for a wide body of
both popular and academic works of the 1990s.
Bestsellers like Naomi Wolfe's The Beau!)' Myth: How
Images ef Beau!)' are Used Against Women (1991) and
Susan Faludi's Backlash: The Undeclared War Against
American Women ( I 991) set the stage for feminist
resistance to the post-feminist decade. W ritten by
young women in their twenties and early thirties,
the 'third wave' of feminism represents a genera
tional challenge to second- and first-wave feminism.
Coming of age in the 1990s, third-wave
feminists were especially concerned with issues
facing adolescent girls and young women. Previous
feminist theory had been written about young
women, but not authored by young women. One
important theme, represented by the grassroots
Riot Grrrl feminism of the third wave, was the
need for more inclusiveness, flexibility, and practi
cality in feminist theories and definitions of who
could be a feminist and how. Battling both anti
feminist charges of political correctness and in
some cases dismissed as unsophisticated by earlier
feminist generations, third wavers nonetheless
made their mark by bringing girls' issues and
multiple girls' standpoints to the forefront (see
standpoint theory).

Issues include psychiatric abuse, sexuality,
harassment in schools, fat activism, and cultural
participation. Inspired by several strands of existing
feminism, third wavers tried to formulate feminist
practices inclusive of race, class, gender, and
sexuality. The growth of Women's Studies pro
grammes in the 1990s and the availability of
feminist popular literature on adolescent girls

produced feminist generations who understand
feminism as a process, a continuum, and a
pragmatic effort. In academic feminism, Hypatia,
a feminist journal, dedicated a special issue to
third-wave theorizing, and one of the first books
appeared: Third Wave Agenda: Being Feminist, Doing
Feminism (1997).
One feature of third-wave feminism is the
centrality of anger, used as a mechanism to provide
voice to girls who had been silenced in society and
within feminism. Generational debates continue
between second wavers, third wavers, and the in
between generation over definitions of feminism,
internal feminist politics, and norms of feminist
appearance and behaviour. In general, third-wave
feminism challenges much of the feminist culture
established by previous feminist generations in an
ongoing dialogue. As culture has changed, the
forms of feminist resistance, symbols of resistance,
and strategies of young women have differed from
that of their feminist predecessors.
Third-wave feminism is a standpoint feminism
in general, concerned with personal aims and with
wide social and cultural change accomplished m
part by becoming cultural producers.
See also: adolescent girls and feminism; first
wave/ second-wave feminism; women's studies:
autonomy v. mainstreaming; women's studies
(history and development o0
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transcendental signifier
Transcendental signifier is a term from media
theory intended to reveal a central political process
in meaning construction. In semiotics, signifiers are
the forms (words, images, actions), embedded in

